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Gender equality benefits research and innovation (R & I) by improving 
the quality and relevance of R&I, attracting and retaining more talent, and 
ensuring that everyone can maximise their potential.

Gender equality has been a key priority for the European Research Area 
since 2012. To foster gender equality in R&I, the European Commission 
has been promoting an institutional change approach through the 
implementation of Gender Equality Plans (GEPs) in R & I organisations, 
which have become an eligibility criterion for all public bodies, higher 
education institutions and research organisations, wishing to participate in 
Horizon Europe. Further efforts to support gender equality and inclusiveness 
in R&I are developed together with Member States and stakeholders under 
the ERA Policy Agenda 2022-2024. 

Despite progress on gender equality in the European R & I system, inequalities 
persist. For instance, as the She Figures 2021 report highlights, less than a 
third of undergraduate students in science and engineering in the EU are 
women (31.3 %), and while the proportion of women slightly increases among 
PhD graduates (38 %), the gender gap widens as seniority levels increase, 
with women holding only 17.9 % of full Professorship positions in Engineering 
and Technology. Similarly, at EU level, less than 11 % of patent applications 
come from women. 

The European Commission is working on addressing the under-
representation of women in Stem (Science Technology Engineering 
Mathematics) fields and entrepreneurship through a number of initiatives 
in line with the New European Innovation Agenda, the European Strategy 
for Universities, and targeted funding by the European Innovation Council. 

shemakes.eu was a pioneering project that promoted women-led innovation 
and leadership through training, mentoring, and community building in 
the textile and clothing sector. Through several activities and synergies with 
other projects, the project inspired more women and girls to go to into Stem 
education and move beyond expected career paths. 

Congratulations for your work and for having been featured as a success 
story in the Cordis leaflet among other inspiring projects on bridging the 
gender gap in Stem*. We are looking forward to learning more on the future 
endeavours of this two-year project !

Fostering gender 
equality in Research 
and Innovation
by Katja Reppel 
Head of Unit at Directorate-General for Research and Innovation

and Athanasia Moungou
Policy Officer at Directorate-General for Research and Innovation

Katja Reppel (left) is 
Head of Unit in charge 
of democracy and 
European values in the 
European Commission’s 
Directorate General 
for Research and 
Innovation. The unit 
promotes, among 
others, gender equality 
and diversity in research 
and innovation policy, 
and supports citizens’ 
engagement in R&I 
policy making.

Athanasia Moungou 
(right) is a policy officer 
at the gender sector 
of unit D4 Democracy 
and European values, 
at the Directorate 
General for Research 
and Innovation. Before 
starting working 
at the European 
Commission, she was 
a researcher in the 
field of neuroscience, 
which made her more 
interested in advancing 
gender equality in R&I.

* https://op.europa.eu/s/xNvt



The shemakes.eu project (n° 101006203, Horizon 2020) is aimed 
at researching how opportunity structures help women develop their 
science and innovation-based value in the textile and clothing sector. 

The Fabricademy and TCBL networks joined forces to propose a three-
pillar operational model : 1 ) Learning paths, to train women on how to 
work with science and technology ; 2 ) Innovation services, to support 
women on their road to innovation ; 3 ) Reputation management to 
provide female models of expertise, experience, and confidence.

The final hybrid conference (30 November 2022) gave birth to this book. 
Four sections — Inspire, Share, Voice, and Impact — are proposed : 

Inspire combines three voices of the textile and clothing sector : experts 
in urban creative economies (Mariangela Lavanga), industry (Bill 
Macbeth), and systemic design (Becky Earley).

Share starts with the main challenges and the overview of the results 
achieved (Frédérique Thureau), followed by detailed insights on 
activities and models (Cecilia Raspanti).

Voice summarises three round tables that were conducted with 
partners, Transfer Labs, and Ambassadors on their experience of the 
project (Alexandra Korey).

Impact gives first results on impact, as measured by the theory of change 
(Kerstin Junge) and reflects on the sustainability of this project from a 
conversation with some of its leaders (Ista Boszhard).

As shemakes.eu has always been a collective venture, this publication 
ends with more information about the contributors. 

Initially produced and printed in English, this book is also available as a 
downloadable PDF* in French, Greek, Italian, and Spanish.

The shemakes.eu book(s)
by Frédérique Thureau

Head of Cedecs-TCBL

Fabricademy 
is part of the Fab Lab 
movement  (1 700 world 
Labs, 1 000 hours of 
learning modules).

Textile and Clothing 
Business Labs (tcbl) is 
dedicated to support 
the transition of the 
T&C economy, both 
an association 
(62 European Labs,  
250 companies, 
17 projects, 
7 strategic models of 
intervention) and 
a service company    
(15 people).

INTRODUCTION

* https://www.shemakes.eu/
welcoming-differences-book
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The Florence Tapestry
The Florence tapestry is an artefact of our project’s 
collective thinking. Created during the general consortium 
meeting in September 2022, it is our answer to the 
question : “ What does shemakes mean to you ? ”

We began by reflecting individually on this question 
and writing thoughts on post-it notes, which were later 
grouped into individual threads. Divided into groups by 
general theme, we conducted a hands-on activity that 
purposefully recalls the tradition of women working 
together on a quilt or needlework, which has traditionally 
provided space for expression and discussion. We worked 
with deadstock materials, offcuts from the wool recycling 
process, and recycled yarns, as well as needles of many 
sorts, glue, and paint. Assembled and hung at almost 2 × 3.5 
meters, this work of art tells a story of how innovation and 
creativity begins with a spark ; it proceeds through the 
innovation ecosystem, represented by a continuous, sewn 
line with nodes ; there’s an area that represents activities 
and precise documentation ; and finally, we end up with a 
beautiful, messy, colourful, and collaborative community.

8
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Structural 

gender issues 

in academia 

and creative 

sectors
by Mariangela Lavanga
Erasmus University Rotterdam
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As an Italian-born woman who has lived in the Netherlands for 
almost 20 years, I have experienced two different cultures. I grew up in a 
small town in the South of Italy, where my mother was a mathematics 
teacher at high school. She continued working full time with her three 
daughters and made our childhood inspiring and empowering. Even in 
that small town, I never felt like I was treated differently because I was a 
woman. After my studies in economics at Bocconi University in Milan, I 
came to the Netherlands where I developed my research on Culture and 
Creativity in Cities and later on was given the challenge to focus on Design 
and Fashion at Erasmus University Rotterdam.  

It took me some time to realize that being a woman is not a woman’s 
problem but a structural issue in a society. I thought that Italy was not 
meritocratic — you had to have connections to get a job in academia —
and I discovered that the Netherlands was not either :  a lot of PhD 
women quit their job or went part-time soon after having a baby. 
I personally heard many times : “ I didn’t know you were ambitious ”, or 
“ You should get a part-time job now that you have a kid ” or even “ You 
shouldn’t work so hard, you should enjoy yourself ”. 

In 2018, I followed a course on Erasmus Women in Academia and discovered 
that the proportion of female professors in the Netherlands was one of 
the lowest in Europe, well below 20 %. Fortunately, several initiatives have 
been developed to increase that share, with the Dutch Network of Women 
Professors (lnvh) monitoring the trend and empowering more women 
in academia, but the road is long and impervious (25 % by 2025, 50 % by 
2040 ?). Prof. Hanneke Takkenberg — the director of the Erasmus Center 
for Women and Organizations (ecwo) and the Dutch Network of Women 
Professors (lnvh) — is very much involved in empowering women into 
leadership positions both in academia and beyond. She recently shared 
with me a Harvard Business Review article ¹ with a new way of thinking 
about sponsorship, as a spectrum of five degrees of support that goes from 
mentoring to advocating. Women need to be sponsored more in order to 
advance in their careers.

I recognise parallels in the creative sectors. In art and fashion, the gender 
gap is linked to how fame is built. Talent is one of the most important 

Dr. Mariangela Lavanga is Associate Professor of Cultural 
Economics and Entrepreneurship at the Erasmus University Rotterdam. 

She is the Academic Coordinator of the Minor Fashion Industry and 
the Master in Cultural Economics and Entrepreneurship. She is the 
Academic Lead for the development of new forms of transformative 
research, education, and engagement, regarding the sustainability 
transition of the fashion and textile industry at the Design Impact 
Transition (dit) platform, under the Erasmus University Rotterdam 
Strategy 2024.

¹ https://hbr.org/2019/08/ 
a-lack-of-sponsorship-is-  
keeping-women-from-
advancing-into-leadership

11
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A New Way of Thinking 
About Sponsorship 
Sponsorship is not an either/or role—either committing fully or not at all. 
It’s a spectrum of different kinds and degrees of support. 
© HBR - Herminia Ibarra

MENTOR
Provide advice, support, or coaching

STRATEGIZER
Share “insider information” about 

advancing ; strategize getting ahead

CONNECTOR
Make introductions to influential 

people ; talk her up with your peers

OPPORTUNITY GIVER 
Provide a high-visibility opportunity

ADVOCATE
Publicly advocate a promotion ; fight 

for her in settings where she can’t 

fight for herself
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factors to evaluate the success of artists and the quality of their work, and its 
proxy is a famous reputation — based on visibility through prizes, museums, 
galleries, boutiques, stores, etc. Male artists are more sponsored — they are 
given more opportunities to be visible, and consequently are perceived as 
more talented — and thus earn more. Australian researchers (Hoffmann 
and Coate, 2022) demonstrated that if a woman’s painting is preferred to 
that of a male artist, this preference changes to the man’s painting when 
participants are rewarded for choosing the more expensive piece or the one 
painted by the more famous artist. Gender discrimination clearly emerges. 
Furthermore, if a few famous artists and designers earn a lot, the large 
majority belong to the long tail  ² and struggle to make a living — particularly 
when they are part-timers or independent free-lancers — as women often are 
still today. As early as 1998, feminist fashion scholar Prof. Angela McRobbie, 
interviewed young women fashion designers in London and recognized 
a similar pattern : high level of stress, exhaustion and self-exploitation, 
working day and night, no breaks, no real salary. 

The recent pandemic context has exacerbated these gender issues. In 
early 2020, researchers in the UK (Comunian and England, 2020) reviewed 
approximately 20 surveys on how Covid-19 impacted art and culture in the 
UK. They noticed a disinterest in understanding whether Covid may impact 
creative workers differently, in particular women, minorities and disabled 
people. They argue that, despite the financial crisis of 2008 and the Covid-19 
crisis, there is still a short-term perspective and ad hoc policies in these 
sectors preventing them from rethinking their employment structure in a 
more just and inclusive way.

Prof. Hanneke Takkeberg also made me aware of the so-called 
distance bias discussed in a recent study in the Harvard Business Review ³. 
Working-from-home women are more discriminated against than men 
in the pandemic : in hybrid or virtual environments, women speak less 
and feel more shy than men, and their managers believe that they work 
less (as they supposedly to spend time on home and family chores). They 
then will experience even less access to mentoring and sponsoring.

“ What I liked about the shemakes.eu project is 
that it tackled some of these structural issues, by 
developing connected and supportive communities, 
and by co-creating projects and supporting 
women,  even in the context of a pandemic.”

² https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Long_tail

³ You can find the 
figure here : https://hbr.
org/2019/08/a-lack-of-
sponsorship-is-keeping-
women-from-advancing-
into-leadership
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Supporting 

entrepreneurs 

to accelerate 

industry green 

transition
by Bill Macbeth 
Textile Centre of Excellence
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Green transition is high on the industry’s agenda. The 
biggest threat in our textile and clothing industry is a crisis of recruitment, 
attracting capable people to join our companies. The core mission of the 
Textile Centre of Excellence is to develop and deliver textile apprenticeships 
and skills courses that the industry needs to stay ahead of its competitors. 
Sustainability has become increasingly critical for all the businesses 
we work with, where it creates a competitive advantage and improves 
operational efficiency. 

Women starting new businesses 
face a funding barrier

The Extended Venture Report ¹ highlights issues around inequality 
and startup support for new companies. In the UK, 82 % of startups are 
founded by men and 43 % of venture capital investment is provided to 
companies with graduates from just four universities − Oxford, Cambridge, 
Stanford, and Harvard. Less than 5 % of venture capital investment goes to 
companies with a female founder, less than 2 % to companies with a black 
or ethnic minority founder, and less than 7 % to companies with a founder 
who didn’t graduate from university. This suggests that, in the UK, the 
private sector investment lies in the hands of white men, who graduated 
from a small number of universities, and they will back what they know. It’s 
a self-perpetuating system, even in the face of statistics and studies that 
show that businesses founded by women tend to be more successful than 
businesses founded by men. 

However, there are reasons to be optimistic, as public funding is becoming 
more responsive to local circumstances.  In West Yorkshire, which includes 
Bradford, Huddersfield, Halifax, and Leeds, public sector funding is 
available to support new textile and clothing SMEs created by our young 
and diverse community — Bradford is called the youngest city in Europe, 
with over 50 % of the people aged under 25 years old. Secondly, funding is 
increasingly being devolved from the centre to the sub-region to support 
manufacturing businesses — more important in West Yorkshire than 
anywhere else — and to support the growing movement of entrepreneurs 
who have the greatest potential to improve the current systems, and 
to keep pace with sustainability challenges. The UK government has 

¹ https://www.extend.vc/
reports

Bill Macbeth obe frsa is the Managing Director of the Textile 
Centre of Excellence in Huddersfield, UK. The Centre is dedicated 
to improving the skills and research base of textile manufacturing 
companies in England. He has created, led, and been involved in 
many innovative projects (at UK and EU level) focused on education 
and skills development, entrepreneurship, process development, and 
sustainability.
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recognised fashion and textiles as a key sector for innovation. A £30 million 
fund has been launched to address the issues and opportunities around 
sustainability in the sector. An early project call will research the issues of 
sorting and recycling, and a £ 19 million fund has been launched to support 
five Green Transition Ecosystem research and design projects where 
academics, industry, and new entrepreneurs will come together to map 
out different scenarios of how to move from linear to circular production 
on a national scale. There will also be cash grants of up to £ 50,000 for 
companies bringing forward commercially viable ideas that can be scaled 
up and rolled out.

With these funds, innovative small businesses, like the ones initiated by 
shemakes, should play a key role in the Green Transition Ecosystem. Small 
businesses are agile, they demonstrate new approaches in real time, and 
they can influence the trajectory of larger organisations. 

In the field of sustainability 
we’re focusing on four areas : 

Raw Materials and Sourcing 
Universities and research centers are working with small businesses and 
startups to demonstrate how materials like hemp, flax, or bamboo, along 
with natural and bacterial dyes, can be used and be preferable alternatives 
to traditional materials. 

Processing Technologies
To use less energy, less water, less chemicals, and to produce less waste 
and less emissions. Our industry is crying out for new approaches and 
there are massive opportunities and potential for improvement. 

Product and lifecycle
Where people are starting to think radically — reimagining, repurposing, 
reusing, and of course, sorting and recycling — addressing the issue on an 
industry scale. 

New Business models
E.g. shifting from linear to circular production, introducing concepts — like 

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES



servitization and co-design with customers — and production on demand 
at lower volumes for higher value bespoke products, where customers pay 
for those products before they are manufactured.

As a conclusion , the T&C sector needs innovative and creative 
people like you to challenge current practices, to break the rules, and to 
demonstrate how we’re going to engineer a better future. What you need 
is funding and investment, connections, platforming, and partnerships. 
The better you are at connecting and platforming, the more successful 
you’ll be with developing your skills, capacity building, and securing the 
funding you need to grow. One of the platforms you should connect with 
is the tcbl Association. It’s a mix of researchers, practical industry people 
like me and some crazy anarchic people who question everything. It’s a 
platform that will stimulate new ideas and new approaches and help us 
all to play a part in driving change across the textile and clothing sector. 

The Textile Centre of Excellence is a training organization 
based in Huddersfield (Yorkshire). It brings together a hundred 
paying members that are mainly textile manufacturers for luxury 
houses, and the automotive, aerospace, and tech industries but 
also designers for apparel manufacturers. It works closely with 
universities, research centres, schools, and colleges.

17
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Complexity, 

Compassion, 

and Courage :
towards a holistic 

systems model for 

female-led design 

for change
by Becky Earley  
Centre for Circular Design
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Sustainability has always been called a wicked problem and gender 
inequality is one too (Rittel and Webber 1973). Both require systemic 
transdisciplinary and collaborative approaches by designers who are 
creative and powerful beyond what they currently believe and feel. This 
talk is an opportunity to bring some of my thinking together about 
methods, tools, and the way we can enact change towards new systems. 
At ccd we’ve always been a predominantly female team and the values in 
the shemakes project are aligned with what has been embedded in our 
work. It’s been very much about building a community of change-makers 
in an academic setting, to tackle climate issues through textile research 
projects.

Systemic design is the space where we can take a systems practice — let’s 
say as a textile designer — and use systems thinking to create a picture 
of broader change. Systemic design is an orientation — not a discipline. 
You go in as the expert in your area — natural dyeing, wool, heat transfer 
printing — you are the expert in that area and you work with the creation 
of the systems, the sharing of the knowledge in order to understand the 
interconnectedness, the flows (Meadows 1999, 2008).

Participatory design and co-design (McKercher 2022) are approaches 
that shemakes has excelled in. Instead of designing for people, you are 
designing with people. When we design with people, we stand a chance of 
arriving at products, systems, and services which are more useful, needed, 
and maybe more equitable too. In transition design (Irwin 2015), we work 
more in line with the location, community, and natural world. We may do 
scenario development or speculative design (Dunne & Raby 2013) because 
it is important that, as designers and creators, we show what currently isn’t 
possible or happening. We need to show new futures to speculate — to imagine 
and dream — to show how things could be, because we can’t accept what 
we’ve got. We all still need textiles and clothes but there’s a space for 
female designers where speculative design can be powerful. 

I think we are on the cusp of a moment where this is going to become 
more and more important. Some brilliant work to look at is Fashion 
Fictions — a project where you can take part in designing future worlds 
(Twigger Holroyd 2021).

Becky Earley is Professor of Circular Design Futures, Co-founder of 
Centre for Circular Design, Co-founder of World Circular Textiles Day 
2050, and Advisor to the shemakes Project & Transfer Lab Lead.

Centre for 
Circular
Design (ccd) was 
established in 2017 
and is based at 
Chelsea College of 
Arts, University of the 
Arts London. CCD 
focuses on design 
research for circular 
materials, models 
and mindsets, and 
aims to accelerate 
the transition towards 
designing for a 
circular future where 
textiles, materials, 
and things are 
designed, produced, 
used, and disposed of 
in radical new ways.
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I believe that shemakes has shown us that there’s a real potential for a 
female-led systemic theory of change. Theory of change is about single and 
subsequent actions we might take as designers, and the resulting impacts 
and structures we might go on to create. Systemic theory of change takes 
this further, beyond a series of isolated boxes — individual actions — and 
recognizes and values the interconnections and intersections (Murphy & 
Jones 2020). 

I believe that female designers have strong natural curiosity and skills in 
exploring these interconnections and intersections. I firmly believe that, 
as female designers and makers, we have a set of underused skills which I 
think are key to creating the kind of change that the industry and culture 
needs. 

Complexity – understanding the intersections 
at the beginning of a process

At ccd, Dr Rosie Hornbuckle focuses on complex design collaboration. Her 
job is about understanding the ecosystem of the project or the ambition 

Gender Visions, shemakes workshop at 
ccd, London (April 2022), led by Sanne 
Visser and Marilena Georgantzi
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that we’ve got, how materials can make a difference — like a boundary 
object — and where the blind spots of knowledge are, who’s not involved, 
who’s not drawn in or not being noticed by us, and how do they need 
us to talk to them (Hornbuckle 2021). For our work in shemakes, we were 
able to look at the circular wool potential in the UK and draw together 
diverse perspectives from academia. We also took the ideas to the Design 
Research Society (drs) event in Bilbao, where we did a workshop which was 
about bringing diversity and inclusivity into future circular fashion textile 
design projects.

Compassion – seeing and caring 
about all intersecting perspectives

Put simply, we can’t put the same expectations and measures on everybody. 
The way in which things are set up — the key performance indicators 
and the evaluation of different scenarios that people have in terms of 
careers — needs to shift. We need to redesign the way that the funding, the 
projects, and the job descriptions work ; and I think we need more women 
involved in rewriting this , bringing compassion and community back to 
the heart of the work that needs doing.

Courage – making change happen 
when forces may be against you

We’re often not recognizing the fact that we really need to be working 
more with women and girls on being more courageous. It’s about 
understanding that it’s okay that you feel unconfident — but it’s not your 
fault. It is the context, and for lots of reasons we all need to become more 
courageous. I’m choosing my words really carefully here ! 

Ask yourself : in this project, what fears did you overcome, and what fears 
do you still need to overcome ? I think we can all be leaders in our own 
way and if we can just understand what’s holding us back and what you’re 
frightened of, you will actually unveil all the real opportunities for growth 
and change, and your own idea of success.

21
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The CCC model

The Design Council’s systemic design framework is really useful. It 
notes systems thinkers, leaders and storytellers, designers and makers, 
connectors and conveners. That’s what shemakes was full of — so you truly 
fit into this paradigm of systemic design. So, if we also factor in complexity, 
compassion, and courage, it will give female flavor to systemic change ; we 
can use our skills of making, creativity, and the beauty of textiles to drive 
and enforce change. 

We urgently need complex, compassionate, and courageous system 
thinkers, leaders and storytellers, designers and makers, connectors and 
conveners, who put people and planet first. We need them to work in 
inclusive and welcoming ways, through collaborating and creating 
connections — proposing, making, and iterating reflexive solutions — whilst 
seeking to give back and support others.

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES
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The 

shemakes 

challenge : 

bridging 

gender value 

gaps
by Frédérique Thureau 
Cedecs-TCBL
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Researching how to grow gender value in the textile and 
clothing sector raises issues about why women’s value is still lagging 
behind men’s and how to increase women’s value to bridge this gender 
gap.

Women on average in Europe are paid less than men — this is the pay 
gap of 16 % — but more importantly, they earn less — this is the earning gap 
of 36 % — as there are significant differences in employment, part-time 
occupation, and positions as top-managers between them. The paradox 
here is that women in Europe are more highly educated, and that is 
not converted into employment, status, or pay, therefore causing a lot 
of frustration and an economic gap. Calculation has been made that if 
women were employed at their level of capacity, the European gdp would 
grow by 3.3 points instead of being flat. This earnings gap is particularly 
visible in the textile and clothing sector, a feminised sector — women 
represent 87 % of the workforce in clothing and 50 % in textile — with women 
stuck at the middle management level. 

However, the meaning of value has changed. The textile and clothing 
sector has been forced, for more than 20 years, to switch from an over-
production and over-consumption model to a more systemic and 
sustainable one, from a low cost and high margins model — at the expense 
of people and the planet — to a fair value and fair price model, inclusive of 
people and the planet. This transition accelerated because of the recent 
world turbulences that have led to frozen logistics, lower access to fossil-
based energy, and social protests led by concerned citizens. Provided that 
innovation is accessible to men and women alike, the new value should 
rely on innovation and confidence.

The shemakes opportunity ecosystem

To make this change happen, shemakes.eu questioned whether the change 
would come from inside — reforming the most common take-make-waste 
value chain — or from outside — indicating alternative business models 

Frédérique Thureau supports SMEs and entrepreneurs in their 
responsible innovation strategy and development. As a partner of the 
Textile and Clothing Business Labs network (www.tcbl.eu) and head 
of its service company, Cedecs-TCBL, she manages and contributes 
to projects to help the textile and clothing sector transition to face 
its innovation challenges, e.g. shemakes.eu (how to develop an 
opportunity structure to support women innovators) or herewear.eu 
(how to support the take-up of a new waste-based, local, and circular 
textile sector). Frédérique also leads training workshops in her areas    
of expertise, mainly in engineering schools.
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to make the T&C sector change. The outsiders’ option seemed to be an 
easier way for women, to explore in greater depth science and tech based 
sustainable alternatives, and, as a consequence, more opportunities to 
demonstrate their value.

This opportunity structure was revised several times and finally took the 
shape of a Booster Circle. Compared to an initial three-pillar operational 
model, shemakes designed a circular one, where the change starts from 
the mindset of the Labs, to allow for Labs to become centers known for 
innovation, where science and technology innovation modules can be 
taught (and learned) actively, in safe spaces, by experts and peers and 
with the support of open tools, all of this feeding the future expansion of 
our network through success stories and role models, and completing a 
virtuous circle.

Six major outcomes aligned with 
this Booster Circle hypothesis

 First, we established a gender vision, and we embodied it. In the 
shemakes vision, the ground tier is about five values, where welcoming 
differences is a central one, as it represents the inclusivity part of the Booster 
Circle. The middle tier shows that action (doing) is strongly interconnected 
with relation (interconnecting). In the top tier, Labs reach various targets 
of future game changers, ranging from very scientific to very creative 
designers, also including children (8-18) as specifically developed in the 
Curiosity learning path. 

 Second, not only did we quickly develop a network, from 6 to 18 Labs, 
from 12 to 30 Ambassadors, with 8 Gurus, 9 Advisors, and 4 Supporting 
Partners, but we also succeeded in creating a new community, doubling 
the number of connections between all members, connecting everyone 
together.

As Kerstin Junge (tihr) says : 
“A vision goes from values to 

actions, and targets”.

The
Booster

Circle

INCLUSIVITY
Change innovation 

mindset

ROLE MODELS & 
SUCCESS STORIES

Nurture future 
expansion

LABS & 
STAKEHOLDERS
Make innovation accessible

SKILLS IN STEM, SOCIAL 
& BUSINESS SKILLS
Choose needed
innovation modules

TRAIN DIFFERENTLY
Safe spaces, experts 
& peers, open tools



Gender vi      ion

Together 

we transform 

women’s roles  in 

textile and clothing

Together 

we get inspired 

to lead change in 

textile and clothing

Girls who 
are curious 
about 
textiles and 
technology

Young women 
who want a 
new perspective 
on textiles and 
clothing

Innovative 
women with 
a career in 
textiles 
and clothing

Textile artists, 
fashion 
designers, 
entrepreneurs, 
activists

shemakes.eu 
Labs and the 
communities 
in which they 
are embedded

Our community of game changers 

shemakes at work

Our values

What we do
Collaborative and hands-on learning/
experimenting

Combining women’s traditional textiles skills 
with the latest technologies

Women taking risks, innovating and being 
creative

Women leading change in the T&C sector

How we relate
Networking women in T&C

Creating safe spaces for women to experiment           
and innovate together   

Nurturing women’s pride in their creativity and 
encouraging knowledge sharing

Addressing and challenging existing hierarchies

Acknowledging emotions in decision and change

Equal
Women participate 

and are rewarded 
equally in T&C, 

education 
and work

Collabo-
rative
Working 
with others, 
sharing 
similar 
values

Welcoming 
differences
Valuing all women 
and girls and their 
contributions, 
independently of 
their backgrounds 
and gender self-
identification

Empowering
Women and 
girls to lead 
change in T&C 
and not be held 
back by gender 
stereotypes

Inspiring
Women and 
girls about the 
opportunities 
in textiles & 
clothing
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 Thirdly, we discovered that our ecosystem is based on a pattern of 4 
types of activities (instead of 3 learning paths and 3 innovation services), 
that also serve as 4 entry points to navigate the ecosystem. 

These are : 
Community engagement, to mobilise the Labs’ stakeholders and networks 
in gender reflection-action.

Stem based learning path modules, for women and girls to develop their 
skills and apply them to the sustainability challenges of the sector.

Thematic Lab-to-Lab research, an invitation to explore the wool sector 
and to collectively develop three creative and useful projects.

Innovation and business support, to help women transform ideas and 
knowledge gained in careers and entrepreneurship.

 Fourth is documentation. Thanks to all our Labs, all activities have been 
documented and their templates or tools are available in an open-source 
repository called the shemakes toolkit, for any lab interested to replicate 
them and even add documentation for new modules. Accessible though 
the website, the open toolkit is also described in a short video.

 Fifth point : the human factor, which Adriana Cabrera led. Nothing of the 
magic of shemakes could have happened without the contribution of Gurus, 
Ambassadors and Advisors. On the day-to-day basis, Gurus — experienced 
experts helping new Labs to develop their activities and supporting them 

30
Ambassadors

18
Labs

8
Gurus

10
Project

partners

9
Advisors

16
EU and

Associated
Countries

Deliver 
needed learning 

modules, on 
STEM themes

 Promote 
community 

engagement, 
external & 

internal

Support future 
choices, for 

independents & 
businesses

Foster alternative 
research on wool, 

cross-labs & 
multi-dimensional
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beyond limits — and Ambassadors — participants of the first phase actively 
sharing their experience with their Transfer Labs’ peers — were key to 
pollinating the growth of the community. More occasionally, Advisors, 
among whom Bill Macbeth and Becky Earley (Mariangela Lavanga could 
have been an Advisor too), were great voices of the textile and clothing 
sector who helped us reflect on our challenges and solutions. 

 Lastly, our final reach was well above the expectations of the project ! 
More than 2,000 participations engaged into more than 100 activities. 

In a nutshell
Based on a shared, action-oriented vision, the shemakes ecosystem 
provided support to and developed an engaged community of Labs, 
which explored gender and innovation issues, provided women and girls 
expertise and empowerment in skills (traditionally associated with men) 
and entered the ecosystem from different angles / territories to finally 
bring innovation and business to the sector. Gurus and Ambassadors were 
experienced role models who helped support and document activities in 
the open toolkit. In this context, we are inviting future prospects to jump 
on the shemakes bandwagon.
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Shemakes 

activities : 

at the core of 

the shemakes 

ecosystem
by Cecilia Raspanti 
Waag TextileLab Amsterdam
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In shemakes, Labs form the playground for exploration — places that are 
community and values driven, that explore and foster alternative access to 
a wide range of technologies and networked knowledge exchange. They 
are a breeding ground for innovation and pioneering change in society, 
often in non-conventional ways, through activities and co-creative actions 
powered by individuals that aim to facilitate and support others. 

The shemakes Labs network is deeply characterised by its breadth 
in operations and complementarity of skills, which enables Labs to 
navigate and translate back and forth between practical hands-on tech 
knowledge, researching and teaching, through specific methodological 
and modelling approaches. This networked combination enables the 
systemic tinkering necessary to work both locally and in a networked 
fashion, creating replicable yet adaptable tools and models, rather than 
one-off activities.

In this respect, the activities form the core of the project — they are what 
enables us to explore how experiences, values, approaches, methods 
and tools, can support the empowerment of girls and women from our 
collective communities, while creating a space for learning and growing, 
exchanging knowledge and views.

Throughout two years of shemakes, we see a wide range of activities, 
clustered into two complementary approaches : Learning paths 
coordinated by Anastasia Pistofidou and Marion Real ; and Innovation 
Services coordinated by Cecilia Raspanti, Ista Boszhard and Beatriz 
Sandini.

The Learning paths, focusing on children, teens, and innovators, explored 
how to empower through teaching & learning about technologies, 
hands-on workshops and exchange sessions : embodying our values 
and empowerment strategies in the ways of knowledge transfer and 
acquisition and in their dynamics.

Innovation Services started from the needs of Labs and their communities, 
mainly adults, that populate the Labs and form together a networked 
environment that focuses on growing and empowering one another by 

Cecilia Raspanti is a creative researcher in fashion & textile and 
a digital fabrication expert. She is the co-founder of the educational 
worldwide distributed programme, Fabricademy : textile and 
technology academy, and co-founder / LabLead of the prize winning 
TextileLab Amsterdam at Waag. There she leads the creative research 
and technological development of new concepts and alternative 
visions for the textile and clothing industry. 
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exchanging perspectives, supporting slow change by tackling challenges 
and opportunities together.

Each shemakes Lab approach is expressed in a unique mix of flavours : a 
selection of activities, led by a Lab, that locally activates the surrounding 
communities, empowers and challenges the status quo in a proactive 
manner, and fulfils the values set by shemakes. After two years of activities 
we see :

These activities together form a stacked model, a sort of route that 
Labs can take by replicating or adding documented workshops, events 
templates and much more, to set in motion the shemakes learnings and 
way of working.

The model includes three levels :

 A values-driven approach — a vision umbrella that unites the Labs under 
one direction : the 5 shemakes values.

 The Lab’s operations — to highlight and understand the individual 
flavour of each Lab within a network that promotes multiplicity and 
acknowledges the various local contexts, needs and opportunities.

 The activities tools and formats — a wide range of practical how-tos, that 
any Lab can use by simply going to our open toolkit. 

Our community actions engaged 820 participants, offering 15 services

The 74 activities in our Learning paths engaged 900 participants

Multiple Labs collaboratively researched Wool value-chains, with activities 
attracting more than 300 participants

17 business & innovation services supported 230 women further !

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES



The activities are where the Labs get into action, using their unique set of 
knowledge, from technical to facilitating, and offer a set of starting points 
and tools to operationalise the vision. They are grouped into 4 areas, 
covering 6 types of activities.

Community engagement

Community engagement activities are core to any Lab that operates 
in changing or challenging the status quo, because its operations and 
vision are both fed by and integrated with the needs and opportunities 
emerging from the community. All activities in this section are in fact co-
creative by nature, exploring the role, the experiences and difficulties of 
both supportive men and women in transitioning towards a more gender 
equal environment.

HOW
5 shemakes values 

& shared values-
driven vision

VALUES-DRIVEN OPERATIONS ACTIVITIES

Common values-driven vision for 
grounding the Labs as a whole, 
where the principles ensure 
and create the foundation of 
an enabling attitude, approach 
and serve as design principles to 
determine activities.

WHO
Labs’ 

characterization & 
general portfolio

Understand how each Lab 
differs from one and another, 
what is the value and essence 
of each Lab individually, even 
though all Labs believe in 
a shared set of overarching 
shemakes values.

WHAT
Innovation services 

& learning paths

Set of shared tools, activities, 
and formats to enable the local 
community, at all different 
levels and for multiple entry 
points.

W
H
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COMMUNITY

ENGAGEMENT

LEARNING 

PATHS

LAB-TO-LAB

RESEARCH

BUSINESS

ENGAGEMENT

Local community 
with quadruple 
helix

Kids, teenagers, 
25+
Museums, schools, 
Labs

Local community 
& network of Labs

Local community 
of entrepreneurs, 
startups & 
businesses

Wheel of 
behavioural 
change

Workshops, hands-
on learning, clubs, 
symposiums

Bioshades model
Design + Make + 
Place

Support, amplify, 
network

Questionnaires, 
talks, co-creation 
sessions, GEDPs 
creation

Developing soft   & 
hard skills

Wool & women 
networked 
research, 
workshop & event

Co-develop & 
coach, visibility 
& pitching, 
collaborate & 
connect
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The activities that can be accessed in this section are organised in a way 
that supports the growth of the community as a whole ; they involved more 
than 800 participants so far. Starting with grounding questionnaires — to 
understand and identify the local status quo, barriers, and needs,  to talks 
where the Lab community is at the center of the knowledge exchange, 
both being expert and receiving public.

In co-creation sessions and Gender Equality plans, Labs and community 
engage together to create the vision for a new status quo, and slowly pave 
the change forward.

The Labs that explored tools and formats for these activities in shemakes 
are Redu, Waag TextileLab Amsterdam, Decode, RogCenter, Center for 
circular design at UAL, and VivaLab.

Learning Paths for 
children and teens

These are the first learning entry points for the young and curious 
generation in the Lab’s public. Discovering and exploring technology, 
making, and diy and developing soft skills as a group to foster equality 
and empowerment while learning.

The shemakes learning draws on research topics coming from the 
Fabricademy and the Poderosas programmes, which are readapted and 
revisited to fit younger generations and expand to cover a wider variety of 
formats such as short workshops, train the trainer, clubs, and symposiums. 
These are brought to the public of the Lab and even further expanded to 
spaces surrounding the Labs such as museums, schools and universities.

Technical know-how and access to machinery and software, breeds 
curiosity and fosters the discoveries of a young group of pioneers in the 
making, learning together in a setting that facilitates the promotion of 
equal opportunities.

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES
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E-Monster Workshop, 
Fab Lab León, Spain



Our Learning paths engage children and teens. They were led and 
developed by FabLab León, iaac, Onl’fait, VivaLab, Redu, Le Textile Lab Lyon, 
Decode, RogCenter, GreenFabric, Textile Prototyping Lab, and Vivistop.

Networked Textile research 

In parallel to the learning activities for younger generations, shemakes 
Labs offer another model for learning and research interaction, Lab-to-
Lab research, based on the BioShades activity in the tcbl project. 

Here, Labs started from a shared challenge around wool fibers and 
explored the role of women and Labs in this context, launching the Wool 
Mondays engaging 10 Labs during May 2022.

These research activities are grounded in a collective journey model — a set 
of steps to be undertaken between Labs, that leads to knowledge creation 
and exchange between Labs and their local and global communities.

Labs explored the wool fibers in 3 parallel research directions and 
collaborations, each shaping one of the Wool Mondays :

 Place making — to uncover local and European wool dynamics, while 
connecting and highlighting women fostering change. 

 Design — to rediscover and adapt dyeing and colouring knowledge to a 
sustainable Lab scale. 

 Making — to prototype tools and simple machines that serve to research 
the processing of wool.

Almost all shemakes Labs participated in the Wool Mondays, which were 
led by Waag TextileLab, iaac, and Redu ; together they simultaneously 
activated and invigorated the growing biobased path towards 
sustainability in textiles.

Business & Innovation 

The more entrepreneurial community surrounding the shemakes Labs was 
welcomed and supported through business and innovation workshops and 

“ The 74 activities in our Learning 
paths engaged 900 participants. ”
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networking and mentoring sessions. Women innovators were interviewed, 
their needs and approaches highlighted for their various qualities and 
often non-traditional career paths. 

In total, 230 women were supported further in their journeys, where two 
lines of growth and support were identified :

  The business journey focused more on startups and entrepreneurs with 
the aim of working within the industry, creating new voices, networks, and 
connections.

  The Innovation journey focused more on independent innovators, 
acting in distributed smaller networks — often with the aim of creating 
unconventional or non-traditional careers — focused on research and 
innovation with more disruptive technologies.

These form two sides of the same coin, supporting different approaches 
and embracing a wider variety of women driving change within the textiles 
field.

The Labs that participated in these sections are Waag TextileLab, 
makesense, Lottozero, ZipHouse, TPL, Le Textile Lab Lyon, Farmlab and 
Icelandic Textile Center.

Across all activities, what emerges is that shemakes Labs together 
form a networked, local, and international platform that supports women 
of all ages in the transition towards gender equality and in finding their 
strengths in an ever-evolving textile industry. 

The Labs form the space where “magic” is allowed to happen, where 
Gurus and communities meet to learn, guide, and support change 
together — creating enabling environments that learn as a whole.

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES



Pop-up shop with 
prototypes at 
Ziphouse Fashion 
Innovation Hub in 
Moldova, on 4 and 
5 June 2022
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Voice and 

conversation
by Alexandra Korey 
Flod

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES



These conversations highlight the experiences of those who 
led shemakes activities at each step of the way. In the shemakes final 
conference, this took place within three separate groups, each composed 
of an initial partner Lab, Transfer Lab leaders and shemakes Ambassadors. 
What follows is a discursive summary of the three conversations held by 
participants of first the Curiosity and Discovery paths, then the Lab-to-Lab 
research, and finally, the Innovation path and Business services.

Conversations on the Curiosity and Discovery Paths

When we speak about shemakes activities, in the end we find it useful 
to group the two learning paths dedicated to two different age groups 
together : Curiosity, which was for girls aged 8 - 18, and Discovery, for post-
secondary aged women, aged 18 - 25. There is, and must be, continuity 
between these two age groups when it comes to stem education, which 
in shemakes is characterized by an integration of innovative textile and 
clothing elements.

The Curiosity path was developed by Nuria Robles of Fab Lab León, who 
first began thinking about the activities she could develop to encourage 
learning hard stem skills as well as soft skills in this project while we were in 
the midst of pandemic lockdown. So this was a factor in her development : 
how to celebrate and deliver these activities to girls and to attract their 
interest, but also in a safe and accessible manner in this specific historic 
time.

“ We had previous experience with kids, both boys and girls with our 
Poderosas group, explains Nuria, where we made toys by sewing 
conductive thread and so-on, so it was pretty easy to develop the activities 
from there. In this context we observed that some girls started teaching the 
younger girls in the group, magically being the prototypes of our future 
Ambassadors ”.

Alexandra Baltazar leads Viva Lab in Porto, Portugal, and had the 
opportunity to work with Nuria and her team including some young 
Ambassadors who travelled to Porto to offer workshops there. Holding 
all five workshop activities in the Transfer Lab location offered a local 
perspective on what the most successful workshop of these might be.         

Curiosity and Discovery 

Paths participants :

Nuria Robles 

Fab Lab León - Curiosity

Shannon Sykes

Onl’fait - Discovery

Alexandra Baltazar 

Viva Lab, Porto - Curiosity

Valentine Fruchart 

Green Fabric, Brussels - 

Discovery

Diane Wakim 

Ambassador - Discovery

Alexandra Korey (PhD art history, University of Chicago) is an 
expert in the accessible communication of complex concepts through 
words and images. She combines the approach of an academic 
background with more than a decade's experience working in 
social media management. Based in Florence, Italy, her agency Flod 
specializes in communication for sustainability in the textile industry 
amongst other things.
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For Alexandra, it was I sanded my t-shirt, a digital textile customization 
activity that introduces children to laser cutters. “ This showed them the 
potential of digital fabrication and it was also something they could do 
at home or at school without a laser cut, says Alexandra, so they could 
do a low-tech version with friends, or customize their own clothes and 
eventually bring more girls into the Fab Lab, so it worked as a kind of 
advertisement for us ! ”

Of course, activities for 8 - year olds are quite different from those for 
16 - year olds… Or are they ? Our Ambassador Diane Wakim led workshops in 
the Discovery path in her official role, but she also works at Le Textile Lab 
in Lyon, France where, as a transfer Lab for the Curiosity path, they focused 
on adapting activities for the older part of the age group, aged 16 - 18. Here, 
popular Curiosity path activities like E-Monsters, which introduces the 
concept of electronic textiles and soft sensors within felted objects, were 
developed into more challenging activities built around themes to appeal 
to the more mature girls. E-Dancing shoes are felt slippers connected to a 
circuit to produce music, and resulted from a workshop held with female 
high school students. Diane reflects that “ in the Curiosity path, at any age, 
there’s an element of playfulness and curiosity that has to be balanced 
with being challenging and intriguing. Compared to women I had the 
chance to work with in design schools as part of the Discovery path, the 
younger participants need to be guided a bit more closely because they 
may have a bit more fear towards technology that is overcome by having 
clear steps to follow. Later on, students have firmer ideas, and so workshops 
are developed to give them more time to creatively develop those ”.

When we reach post-secondary aged students, it seems the sky’s the 
limit on creativity and the number of activities that can be developed. 

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES
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Biomaterials 
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Discovery incorporates varied soft and hard skills : Shannon Sykes from 
Onl’fait excitedly noted a few, for example, “ working with different kind of 
materials like biofabrication or mushroom bacteria, mixing electronics and 
textiles, but also traditional techniques such as lever molding and draping 
mixed with digital fabrication and programming and coding. For this age 
group, we’re showing them the potential of these technologies, teaching 
them skills, and then each woman has her own agenda and background 
and skills that combine together. When we transferred the initial activities 
to the new Labs, we were working within different cultures, different 
universities, so things got adapted and given new purpose. In this group, 
there’s really no limit on creativity, so the options and activities are kind of 
endless ”. Through activities like this, the silos of technology and arts are 
broken down — textiles, as Diane observed, are actually very technical, and 
coding can be very creative.

In her Transfer Lab, Green Fabric in Brussels, Valentine Fruchart and her 
team led three workshops that all had an element of coding in them, in 
line with the skills of her team but also of her Ambassador. “ We really 
wanted to show that textiles is an opportunity to learn coding skills and 
to become innovative in this field, explains Valentine, but to ensure that 
it was appealing, we didn’t say ‘you’re going to learn to code here’ but 
instead promoted the workshops as working with an embroidery machine 
or a knitting machine ! ” Participants quickly found out that to embroider 
their designs they’d have to learn to code them first, and while some may 
have been initially hesitant, in the end they felt empowered because they 
were able, with the right instruction and environment, to master that 
technology. Diane, who was an Ambassador in these workshops, said she 
felt rewarded by the experience : “ I was at first a bit afraid of teaching code 
to people who didn’t know anything about it, and it was a great joy to 
watch them approach it in their own way and talk about how they could 
include it in their design process”.

Certainly, one aspect we’re concerned with is how to keep the initial spark 
we might create in a Curiosity workshop alive through puberty and all 
the distractions that come with that through to university aged students. 
A first step is accessibility, to space and its associated technology and 
to knowledge. For the latter, the shemakes open toolkit is a major step.         

“ In the Curiosity path, at any age, 
there’s an element of playfulness and 
curiosity that has to be balanced with 
being challenging and intriguing. ”
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For the former, through collaborations between fab labs and institutions, 
we could think about free memberships for registered students or alumni 
who could have access to the machinery as well as the Lab space in this 
crucial moment of entering into the job market. Shemakes has created a 
first point of contact with technology and with these Labs for many women, 
some of whom have already returned to finish projects and start new ones. 
We believe that with continued collaboration and a structured approach 
to cross-Lab, alternative education for the entire range of age groups, we 
can help guide women towards integrating innovative technologies into 
textiles.

Lab-to-Lab projects

Wool, a natural material with a deep and rich history, offers a playground 
for experimentation in the search for new sustainable models — that may 
well be based on old ones — of local production. Shemakes organised a 
series of events called Wool Mondays that were received with great interest 
by stakeholders, local Labs and the online shemakes community, and this 
is the most visible part of our Lab-to-Lab research. In this conversation, we 
speak with Cecilia Raspanti of Waag and two very qualified researchers, 
Petra Garajova and Sanne Visser, who were our Ambassadors in this field.

The activities carried out with regards to wool are based on two different 
models. As Cecilia explains, the “ journey model, in 11 steps, began as a 
9-step model developed in the tcbl Project, when we did the first hybrid 
and diffused Lab experiment, Bioshades. With wool, we took it a step further, 
and I was happy to work with Marion Real at iaac to study the modeling of 
this process more than leading the activities. The model accompanies the 
Labs at the network level, with steps that integrate knowledge exchange 
since every Lab works at a local level ”. The second model proposes three 
lenses that shape our collective explorations : place, design, make. Labs 

Lab-to-Lab Projects 

participants :

Cecilia Raspanti

Waag 

Petra Garajova 

Ambassador

Sanne Visser 

Ambassador

WELCOMING DIFFERENCES
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Wool Mondays 
explorations, 
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investigate their local ecosystems through mapping (place), experience 
original practices around sustainable natural dyeing processes (design), 
and develop open-source tool-making to create what we call Little Wool 
Factories (make).

The dates of our events, throughout May, 2022, each represent one of 
these lenses. Participation, both online and in numerous Labs locally, 
brought a range of different perspectives and expertises, and activities 
were created on a local level. For example, Labs presented how they would 
address natural colouring based on local availability. Cecilia summarizes 
these : ” Silvia at Farm Lab in Austria used bark from the different kinds of 
trees in the area, in Amsterdam a whole rainbow came out of just three 
local dyes, in Barcelona work with food waste was recycled into colour 
and in Romania they did beautiful work by printing with flowers and other 
plants ”. On the day dedicated to open-source tools, we again exchanged 
knowledge, for example, on the wide variety of something apparently 
simple like drop spindles, and we found that there is still so much to 
explore on this topic that is inextricably linked historically with women's 
work, so that is something we have to explore further.

Indeed, in her work at the Centre for Circular Design in the UK, Sanne 
Visser says the team she contributes to spoke to UK researchers and crafts 
people about just this theme in wool. Through firsthand experience in 
other cultures, they observed that just about everywhere, from Mongolia 
to India to Nigeria, there are many similarities in the way that work with 
wool is passed down through the female family line. Innovations and skills 
here are interlinked with gender issues, and in seeing wool as a possible 
solution in the current climate crisis, the role of women and the power of 
their knowledge on the topic rises to the surface.

In shemakes Labs, Cecilia observes that we’re mostly women, and we’re 
working on elevating wool at the intersection between crafts and 
innovation. She says we intuitively went in some directions, such as 
downscaling machinery to be open-source and do-it-yourself, that can be 
connected to empowerment : in India, the spinning wheel is the symbol of 
revolution, and, in this context, women are encouraged to spin their own 
cotton cloth. We can draw connections between the themes of women, 
heritage, local production, innovation, empowerment, and independence.

“ We can draw connections between 
the themes of women, heritage, 
local production, innovation, 
empowerment and independence.” 
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A gendered element also comes up regarding the activities performed with 
wool. Spinning, for example, is associated with women’s crafts. But both 
Sanne and Petra talk about how people are often surprised when they 
find women working with wool by incorporating elements of advanced 
technology or building machinery. Petra’s research in the context of 
her final Fabricademy project at iaac under the direction of Anastasia 
Pistofidou, considers possible innovative uses for excess wool, which is 
often burned, by extracting the keratin and 3D printing it, essentially giving 
this waste material purpose. Although this is what some may term science-
heavy, Petra says she had no previous experience with the chemistry 
used to develop her award-winning project. Sanne, on the other hand, 
works with human hair, which she parallels to sheep hair in every stage of 
gathering, washing, and spinning, and also in the way relationships are 
built between producers (hairdressers or farmers) and the women who 
process these products.

In the project, and in this conversation, we’ve only just scratched the surface 
of wool. The more we reflect on both the physical actions connected with 
wool making and the gender implications inherently built into it, we 
realize that the models created in shemakes and the Lab-scale approach 
could apply to any other fiber or bio-based material research.

Innovation and Business

In shemakes, we initially separated out activities from the Innovation 
learning path and the business-related activities, but we can see them as two 
sides of the same coin because both areas of work help women find their 
way in the economic context. Because they’re working at the intersection of 
textiles and innovation, it’s quite possible that the job they want doesn’t 
exist yet, or that they need to develop some skills or knowledge to be ready 
for that job.

The innovation path begins with surveys or interviews that allow a Lab 
to understand the needs of its community of women innovators. Based 
on these grounding actions, they develop services and tools to create an 
enabling environment for these women who may become artists, designers, 
researchers — or maybe they’ll create a start-up. Business engagement 
activities, on the other hand, are for female entrepreneurs. These women 

Innovation Path and 

Business Engagement 

participants :

Beatriz Sandini 

Waag - Innovation Path

Victor Senave 

Makesense - Business 

Engagement

Carolina Tulgara 

ZIPHOUSE - Business & 

Innovation

Alexandra Florea 

Ambassador, Business
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already have an idea for a start-up, but they need some help developing 
concrete skills and connections to successfully create a business ; of course 
the workshops developed in this section address these needs.

Three verbs are common to our approach in both areas in the project : 
Support, Amplify, Network. Victor Senave, who led the business engagement 
module, summarizes them. “ Entrepreneurs have to know about so many 
skills, from project management to communications and more, so in the 
Support phase we help them meet those challenges by finding mentors 
who can handle or teach these skills. Amplify is about breaking down the 
barriers of secrecy that often come with having a good idea, because 
talking about ideas is a way to meet the right people, ensure that your 
project is a good one or solve problems without having to reinvent the 
wheel. And Network is gathering the right people around you for future 
funding, staffing or any type of collaboration ”.

Collaboration is key in the success story that Carolina told us from 
Ziphouse, her Lab in Moldova that she has been leading for five years. 
In conducting shemakes activities, she realized that everything in the 
past had relied upon her as mentor, connector, and organizer, while the 
networking activities they organized opened up a different and more 
collaborative relationship amongst the beneficiaries : young designers 
who previously had not exchanged experiences. “ So I understood that 
we just had to enable them to collaborate, and managing to do this was 
very empowering for our team ; encouraged by the designers’ willingness 
to participate and organize events, we held a huge fashion show for some 
600 participants ! ”

In the Innovation path, we invert the order of these verbs, starting with 
Network. As Beatriz explains, in this innovative sector, many of us don’t 
know where we are in our careers, so this process began with a career-

Gender Vision 
Workshop, 

CCD, UK

Fashion Brunch, 
Ziphouse, Moldova
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mapping exercise and what emerged was extreme complexity, with women 
not fitting into one specific traditional sector ; they might be designing 
their own collection while at the same time collaborating with a university 
or start-up to do materials research. This provided a framework with which 
women could identify, and for the Labs it grounded our next activities 
(Support), feeding directly into the idea of Amplify, because women shared 
experiences and began to draw inspiration from each other.

In her own career path, a turning point for Beatriz, who studied business 
and was working in fashion retail as well as having her own accessories 
line, was encountering Fabricademy, where she realized that there could 
be an alternative space for innovation outside of the traditional fashion 
model. “ I was just using materials, fabrics that were available to me on 
the market, but never would have thought of fabricating them myself, or 
applying digital fabrication to my bags ”. For Alexandra, a sustainability 
expert with a chemical engineering degree, a return to her Romanian 
roots during the pandemic kicked off a desire to do something for her 
local community. With easy access to excess wool, her brand proposes a 
sweater at the center of a series of interconnected systems that thinks 
about circular design, life cycle assessment… “ I’m still working on this 
system and thinking about my brand not as a fashion brand but as an 
exploration of, and research into, Romanian heritage as a key to what we 
can do with wool in the future ”.

We can safely say that the innovation ecosystem created by shemakes 
is strong because it works with the numerous factors that came up in 
our conversations as enabling for female entrepreneurs and innovators. 
We spoke about the need to network and create connections, to learn 
and exchange skills, to have access to places and tools, as well as the 
mapping of and reflection on this ecosystem. What emerged in our final 
event is a strong desire to continue working on shemakes themes and 
activities, which can be replicated anywhere thanks to documentation 
in the shemakes open toolkit, and to maintain and expand the network 
that has already proved very successful in empowering women in the 
textile and clothing industry.

The Theatrum Anatomicum 
hosted the shemakes conference. An 

appropriate setting for the conference 

in the oldest non-religious building 

in Amsterdam, where professional 

communities in Europe known as 

Guilds used to meet.
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What 

difference has 

shemakes 

made?     
Emerging patterns 

on  social ‘impact’
by Kerstin Junge 
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations
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Introduction 

The shemakes project was accompanied by a comprehensive process, 
outcome, and impact evaluation. The evaluation approach worked with 
the culture, change vision, and incorporated theories embedded in the 
project design and held by shemakes partners about what difference 
was to be achieved and how this was to be done. In addition to gender 
responsive evaluation, a core technique we used was Theory of Change. 
Theory of Change makes explicit assumed causal pathways between 
context, intervention inputs, outputs, and outcomes and impacts and 
articulates underpinning assumptions in relation to context or causal 
pathways which need to hold for outcomes and impacts to be achieved. 
Evaluation, data collection, and analysis techniques test and amend 
them. The shemakes evaluation used both qualitative and quantitative 
methods, including : social network analysis, an end of project survey to all 
participants and ecosystem members, and qualitative interviews as part 
of in-depth case studies focused on shemakes Labs. The diagram below 
shows a very simplified and linear causal pathway for shemakes from 
context through to intended impact. 

Context Shemakes
activities

Shemakes 
outcome

Shemakes 
impact

There are 

horizontal and 

vertical gender 

gaps in the 

T&C sector

Shemakes 

provides virtuous 

interaction 

between skills, 

services and role 

models to 500 

women and girls

Future female 

innovators of 

the sustainable 

fashion industry 

are empowered

Opportunity 

structures in 

the sector are 

permanently 

changed

Shemakes high level theory of change

Kerstin Junge (PhD, MA, MrE, P3CCert) is a Principal Researcher/
Consultant with 20 years’ experience of managing and directing 
evaluation projects. This includes : co-creating Theory of Change and 
intervention logics with social innovators and policy makers, designing 
evaluation frameworks and evaluation approaches and overall project 
coordination. Kerstin is one of the Tavistock Institute’s evaluation 
trainers and has co-authored publications on evaluation approaches 
and methods.
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In line with the above diagram, the social changes achieved by shemakes 
will be in the outcome rather than impact category as the latter are more 
systemic and tend to take longer to materialise.

Shemakes created a stronger network…  

Shemakes wanted to bring together two sets of networks and their 
respective strengths (tcbl and Fabricademy) to work together and create 
the conditions for women innovators to be empowered, and to take up 
different (more valuable) roles in the sector.

The social network analysis showed that during project implementation, 
and as a result of the shemakes collaborative mode of working, connections 
between network members more than doubled (increase of 154 %), though 
the average strength of connection did not change. We also found that 
some Labs were making concrete plans to continue to collaborate on 
joint activities after the end of shemakes funding. This points towards a 
possible permanence of the network.

Network before and during shemakes
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… which created and embodied a different 
value system for women in the T&C sector…

Shemakes created and embodied an organisational culture based on five 
values that represent an alternative to the current and dominant T&C 
and innovation production system. Key actors bought into them and 
embodied them as they were delivering shemakes activities. For example, 
most shemakes Gurus and Ambassadors who responded to our final survey 
thought shemakes gave them the opportunity to show how they work and 
demonstrate a different kind of leadership. This then speaks to the active 
creation and life of an alternative gender culture within the T&C system. 

Shemakes values

EQUAL
Women participate and are rewarded 
equally in T&C education and work

COLLABORATIVE
Working with others
Sharing similar values

INSPIRING
Women and girls about 
the opportunities in T&C

WELCOMING
DIFFERENCES
Valuing all women and girls and their contributions 
independent of their backgrounds and gender self-identification

EMPOWERING
Women and girls to lead change in T&C and
not be held back by gender stereotypes

92%
 buy into the shemakes values
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… supported by communication

Communication contributed to the shemakes vision and the shemakes 
mission to portray women in a different light. Communication in shemakes 
was an intervention which relied on using direct voices of women and 
straightforward information to open minds to the value of women, and 
through that changing views on the value women add to the sector. And 
according to the responses to our survey, this worked : 90 % of respondents 
to our survey thought shemakes communication showed the value women 
add to the T&C sector ; 59 % thought it helped them see that women can 
do things in the T&C sector that they thought were not open to them 
before. A regression analysis confirms that the communication activities 
contributed to sharing that shemakes vision.

Gender awareness within 
the ecosystem was raised…

Both qualitative and quantitative evaluation data suggest that, at the 
individual and organisational levels, shemakes seems to have succeeded 
in raising gender awareness. For example, from one of our case studies on 
shemakes community engagement activities, we learned that embodied 
activities triggered quite profound changes in gender awareness among 
participants. This motivated some of the actors that were present locally 
(including shemakes Labs) to adopt some of these tools in their own 
organizations, and even seek to feed them into other cooperations. 

“(…) Perhaps the biggest achievement has been the development of an 
internal Gender Equality Plan (…). Writing it was a team effort through 
which we all learned and discovered many aspects of inclusive and 
gender-neutral behaviour in a workplace. The idea of the gep was initially 
presented at the stakeholder meeting where we discussed the need for 
such a document in each entity / university / firm. As we worked on our gep, 
other stakeholders asked for more information to start theirs” (shemakes 
survey respondent).

A range of other gender awareness outcomes were reported by survey 
respondents. These are shown on the next page.  

Communication supporting values (%)

Showed the value women add to the T&C sector

Helped them see that women can do things in the T&C 
sector that they thought were not open to them before

90
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Gender awareness gains (%)

 (Strongly) Disagree     Neutral     Agree     Strongly agree

Make changes to my organisation to encourage 
gender equality

Seek collaborations  with like-minded people

Talk with others about gender issues in the sector 
(via social media or other means)

Call out gendered behaviour at work or in my studies

Understand better the kind of environment needed 
to be successful as a female innovator in T&C

Be more certain about my contribution to the T&C 
sector as a woman

Understand that I can contribute to promote gender equality

Be more aware that female innovators in T&C can face 
inequalities because institutions treat them unfairly

Appreciate the complexities of gender

Notice more when I or other females are treated 
differently to men at work or in my studies

5     23                50             21

13            47                 40

5    23                 55             16

4        34                 46           16

4  16                 59                21

4    34                  51              21

20               50               30

2  21                55               21

4        34                 46           16

4    26                 53             17
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… as well as knowledge and skills

Results from different evaluation data sources triangulate well around 
some key outcomes. It is clear that shemakes created knowledge and skills 
gains, both technical and people skills, as well as increasing confidence 
and feeling inspired to try new things among women participants and 
ecosystem members. 

The unique position shemakes Labs occupy in their local spaces was an 
important factor behind these skills gains, as well as the pedagogical 
approach of an active learning methodology. 

All shemakes Labs are unique in their mission, equipment, and the audiences 
they serve. Consequently, they were able to provide the women and girls that 
they were working with a unique experience.  The shemakes active learning 
approach (focused on process, collaboration, experimentation — contained 
via a supportive culture based on shemakes values and embodied by 
shemakes facilitators as well as workshop structure) played another 
important role. This approach, as well as supporting the acquisition of 
technical skills, can build self-efficacy and leadership skills as well as 
providing new insights into the value of interdisciplinary collaboration. 

Skills and knowledge gains (%) 

“ Participating as a partner in shemakes 
dedicated to a specific task made me realise that 
I would be capable of contributing also in other 
ways ; the enabling environment has made me 
feel able to expand my skill set in future projects.”

Learning new skills

Gaining new knowledge
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There was also a sense that these new skills were putting participants onto 
a path where they could access opportunities that they might not have 
been able to access before. For example, exposing students to e-textiles 
experience in a context where the T&C sector is strategically positioned on 
technical textiles allowed them to gain experience in this field, potentially 
enabling them to consider roles with an e-textiles component, knowing 
that women tend to be more hesitant to apply for roles where they don’t 
meet all requirements.  

Final reflections 
Shemakes consciously created a temporary organisation with an 
embodied values system which is different to that in dominant T&C and 
innovation systems. This seemed to have resonated with participants 
and opened up learning, networking, and potentially work opportunities 
for them. As well as the tangible network of Labs now offering tested 
activities, this values based working therefore needs to be seen as part 
of the opportunity structures created by the project to support greater 
gender equality among T&C innovators.

Opportunities and connections (%)

“ Meeting ladies in the field who have exciting 
ideas and execute them. Straight away 
we levelled. With one I will collaborate in 
November. The other I have visited her live 
performance and stayed in touch. Very 
special contacts ; very rare to find ! ”

Accessing opportunities

that you would not 
have had otherwise

Gaining lasting connections 

with others81

85
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The shemakes project operated at the intersection of two problems in 
the textile and clothing industry : the gender equality gap and the pressing 
need for innovation to work towards a sustainable industry. In this industry, 
most of the workforce is represented by women, but only about 14 % of 
major brands have a female executive in charge. Women still get paid less 
for equal work, fewer are present in startups, female-led businesses receive 
less money from investors, there’s a lack of role models, and stereotypes are 
the norm. However, we do need to acknowledge the innovative capacities of 
women that are needed and enable them. The shemakes project created a 
value-based opportunity ecosystem for female innovators in which they had 
access to skills, knowledge, and networks, while changing the way we work 
together. During the final project event, a few shemakes related topics were 
touched upon in a panel with Becky Earley, Kerstin Junge, Mariangela 
Lavanga, Bill Macbeth, and Cecilia Raspanti, moderated by Ista Boszhard. 
Here are some reflections to keep in mind, while taking the outcomes of the 
project forward. 

Women in stem

There is still a strong bias that girls are bad at math or technical subjects 
and even on the topic of textiles, people can still be condescending. But girls 
do perform very well at science, technology, engineering, and mathematics 
(stem) related subjects at a young age until the stereotyping begins and 
influences their future choices. And throughout history, textiles and 
innovation have always gone hand in hand with women playing pivotal 
roles.

In Fabricademy (just like in shemakes), women over-perform while working 
on assignments that include engineering, programming, bio-technology, 
and working with machines and complex software. “ Maybe it’s the way 
classes, their topics, and assignments are set up and the interwoven 
aesthetic language that makes women prosper ”, according to Raspanti. “ Or 
the environment in which students work together and support each other 
instead of compete, that is strongly stimulating ”.

Ista Boszhard is a co-Founder of the prize-winning Waag TextileLab 
Amsterdam and Lecturer at the Amsterdam Fashion Institute (AMFI) and 
the Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences (AUAS).

In her work as an independent designer, she focuses on cultural 
innovation for the textile and clothing industry, always questioning the 
status quo that we are used to and exploring desired alternatives that 
hopefully make destructive systems obsolete. 

Keeping 

in mind : 

reflections 

for the future
by Ista Boszhard  
Waag TextileLab Amsterdam
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We are not all equal

The difficulty with these topics is that stereotypes are lurking. Often traits 
that are considered to be feminine were mentioned in the project, like 
(lack of) confidence, sensitivity and care. Junge explained that “ if we are 
saying women don't have confidence, which is a very common discourse, 
we are making it an inherent trait of a woman to not be confident, but in 
relation to what context ? This is why we need to have knowledge of the 
structures, to understand when someone’s confidence is measured by a (if 
you want to use the word) ‘ patriarchal standard ’ ”. Empowering women 
with a network like shemakes provides an interesting and valuable seedbed 
full of experimentation for modeling a different value system.

Might the idea that we are equal hold us back from embracing differences ? 
According to Lavanga, there is often the idea in the Netherlands that 
everybody is equal and has the same opportunities. “ Thinking like this, stops 
us from really valuing differences and questioning if we are really perceived 
as equal. Do we also truly have equal chances as men in getting a job and 
the same salary despite our gender ? ” Let’s acknowledge we are different 
and strive for being valued equally. 

From diversity to belonging

Throughout the project women shared experiences in which they felt that 
they had to adapt to an environment that did not suit them. They lowered 
their voices to sound more masculine, changed their behavior or way of 
dressing. Earley : “ I’ve just done the course Academic female leadership in 
the academic world. Fascinating because some of the sessions were ‘ how 
to interrupt the men when they talk over you in committee meetings ’, 
literally ”. Do women (people) need to learn how to fit a dominant system 
or environment, or should an environment change in order to welcome 
different people and ways of working ? 

Raspanti stressed that “ there should be a multiplicity of approaches that 
allow for different people to fit in ”. Where people can take the floor, but 
also know how to listen to each other and make space for people that 
are less dominant. It starts from diversity, towards inclusion to a sense of 
belonging which makes people stay at a workplace and foster an enabling 
environment together. 

“ Let’s acknowledge we are 
different and strive for being 
equally valued. ”
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Owning it

It is striking that women are a vast majority in the field of textiles and 
sustainability and in shemakes a wide variety of (leading) women and girls 
connected in no time at all, working together on common objectives. Are 
women (without creating new stereotypes) actually good at re-building a 
more sustainable, inclusive industry in which different people thrive ?

According to Macbeth, it is simple : “ You look at the situation, we have 
problems in the market, we’re not getting enough good people with ideas to 
actually address the serious issues that we have. We need diversity to deal 
with the challenges and a long-term vision ”. Earley stresses that we need 
to be prepared for a phenomenal cultural and social change at a pace 
we have never experienced before. “ The sort of dinosaur-like industries are 
going to shift radically in the next 10 years, and women need to own the 
differences that we’ve lived through. As women, we’ve got to own what 
we’re going to do in the future and get very self-aware and be prepared to 
step up when our gut instinct speaks to us. That takes courage ”.

Joining forces
To summarise, these times ask for differences and innovators of all kinds. We 
need to continue working on flexible value-based opportunity ecosystems 
and create enabling environments in which different people can bring 
their talents, visions, and leadership skills forward. Structures in which we 
are complementary to each other, working on pressing challenges that 
are complex, intertwined, and interdisciplinary. Shemakes is an example 
as such. Cheers to all the beautiful work that is being put out in the world, 
the environment and its networks that are established, and the seeds that 
are planted to continue ! 

“ Guiding through transformative and 
creative processes by combining different 
methods such as storytelling, co-creation, 
design and scenario thinking. ”
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LABS

Centre for Circular Design
University of the Arts London - UK
circulardesign.org.uk

Decode Fabrication Laboratory - 
Greece - decodefablab.com

Fab Lab León - Spain
fablableon.org

FarmLab.at - Austria
farmlabat.wordpress.com

Green Fabric - Belgium
greenfabric.be

IAAC | Fab Lab Barcelona - Spain
fablabbcn.org

Le Textile Lab - France 
letextilelab.com

Lottozero textile laboratories - Italy
lottozero.org

Makesense - France - makesense.org

Onl’Fait - Switzerland - onlfait.ch

REDU - Romania - redu.org

RogLab - Rog Centre Creative Hub - 
Slovenia - center-rog.si

Textile Prototyping Lab (TPL) - 
Germany - textileprototypinglab.com

TextileLab Waag - Netherlands
waag.org/en/lab/textilelab

The Icelandic Textile Center, 
TextileLab - Iceland - textilmidstod.is

VIVA Lab - Portugal - vivalabporto.com

VIVISTOP Užupis - Lithuania
vivistopuzupis.lt

ZIPHOUSE Fashion Innovation Hub - 
Moldova - ziphouse.utm.md

COMPANIES

Flod - Italy - flod.it

Matrix - Germany - matrix-gruppe.de

Tavistock Institute - Germany 
tavinstitute.org

Cedecs-TCBL - France 
cedecs-tcbl.com

PEOPLE

Adina Orboi, Ambassador - Romania
Adrian Torres, Ambassador - Spain
Adriana Cabrera, Guru, Innovation Manager - Germany
Alexandra Florea, Ambassador, Creative Director at ISAI - Romania, Italy
Alexandra Korey, Communications Partner at Flod - Italy
Anastasia Pistofidou, Guru, Architecture - Spain
Andrea Wolf-Simone, Ambassador, Concept Creator - Switzerland, Lithuania
Andreea Sofronea, Guru, Performing & Theatre Arts, Fashion - Romania
Aurélie Mossé, Advisor, Director of the Soft Matters group at Ensad Lab - France
Beatriz Sandini, Guru, Business Administration - Netherlands
Bill Macbeth, Advisor - UK
Blanca, Ambassador - Spain
Camille Le Gal, Ambassador, Co-founder of Fairly Made - France
Capucine Robert, Ambassador - France
Carla, Ambassador - Spain, Portugal
Carolina Tulgara, Ambassador - Moldova
Cecilia Raspanti, Guru - Netherlands
Daniela Toccafondi, Advisor, Director of Prato Futura - Italy
Diane Wakim, Ambassador, Computer Science Engineer - Belgium, France, Switzerland
Elvys Sandu, Guru - Romania
Frédérique Thureau, Responsible Innovation Consulting, Head of Cedecs-TCBL - France
Gabriela Macoveiu, Advisor, Director of RDA NE - Romania
Grace Jun, Advisor, CEO at Open Style Lab, Professor - USA
Irene Caretti, Ambassador, Designer & Maker - Austria, Netherlands
Ista Boszhard, Waag TextileLab - Netherlands
Jessica Stanley, Ambassador, E-textile Researcher - Slovenia, Netherlands
Jooyoung Park, Ambassador - Germany
Kerstin Junge, Tavistock Institute - UK, Germany
Lucia, Ambassador - Greece, Spain
Lucija Jankovec, Ambassador - Slovenia
Marilena Georgantzi, Ambassador - UK, Romania
Marion Real, Guru, Systemic Design Researcher - Spain
Marjana Raspor, Ambassador - Slovenia
Marte Hentschel, Advisor, CEO, Sqetch - Germany, Netherlands
Maurane Montreau, Ambassador - France
Melanie Martin, Ambassador - France, Moldova
Nuria Robles, Guru, Mechanical Engineering - Spain
Petra Garajova, Ambassador, Designer - Spain, Iceland
Rebecca Earley, Advisor, Co-founder of the Centre for Circular Design - UK
Rita Perdigão, Ambassador - Portugal
Sanne Visser, Ambassador - UK
Shannon Sykes, Guru - Switzerland
Silvia Brandi, Advisor, CEO, Atlas of the Future - Austria
Silvia Piantini, Ambassador - Italy
Tasneem Hussain, Ambassador, Electrical and Electronics Engineer - Spain, Germany
Valeria Valotto, Advisor, Head of Public Affairs & Fundraising, VP Progetto Quid - Italy
Victor Senave, Guru, Entrepreneurship - France
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in textile & clothing and beyond

The environmental challenges that our planet is facing require 

a long-term vision and, to respond to its present threats, an 

innovative and diverse community of creative minds. In particular 

in textile & clothing (T&C) where the biggest challenge is a 

recruitment crisis, attracting competent people. The difficulty 

comes from the prejudices and stereotypes hidden in the 

dominant environment. Nevertheless, if women were employed 

at their level of capacity, European gdp would increase by 3.3 

points instead of stagnating. Do women have to adapt to 

this environment or does it need to change to accommodate 

different people and working methods ?

This book gives voice — through a series of texts signed by 

European experts and illustrated with eloquent graphics — to the 

shemakes project and its network of T&C Labs that showcase 

their local innovations. Creative women who 

challenge current practices, break the rules, 

and collaborate to design a better future.
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